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Abstract. Currently available massively parallel supercomputers provide sufficient
performance to simulate multi-dimensional, multi-variable problems in high resolu-
tion. However, the visualization of the large amounts of result data cannot be han-
dled by traditional methods, where postprocessing modules are usually coupled to
the raw data source – either by files or by data flow. Due to significant bottlenecks
of the storage and communication resources, efficient techniques for data extraction
and preprocessing at the source have to be developed to get a balanced, scalable sys-
tem and the feasibility of a „Virtual Laboratory“ scenario, where the user interacts
with a multi-modal, tele-immersive virtual reality environment.

In this paper we describe an efficient, distributed system approach to support three-
dimensional, interactive exploration of complex results of scientific computing. Our
processing chain consists of the following networked instances:

1. Creation of geometric 3D objects, such as isosurfaces, orthogonal slicers or par-
ticle sets, which illustrate the behaviour of the raw data. Our efficient visualiza-
tion approach allows to handle large result data sets of simulation frameworks.
It is based on processing every result data part corresponding to the domain
decomposition of the parallelized simulation at the location of computation, and
then collecting and exporting the generated 3D primitives. This is supported by
special postprocessing routines, which provide filtering and mapping functions.

2. Storage of the generated sequence of 3D files on a separate „3D Streaming
Server“, which provides – controlled via „Real Time Streaming Protocol“
(RTSP) – play-out capabilities for continuous 3D media streams.

3. Presentation of such 3D scene sequences as animations in a virtual reality envi-
ronment. The virtual objects are embedded in a WWW page by using an
advanced 3D viewer plugin, and taking advantage of high-quality rendering,
stereoscopic displays and interactive navigation and tracking devices.

For requirement analysis, evaluation, and functionality demonstration purposes we
have choosen an example application, the simulation of unsteady fluid flows.

1. Author’s address: RRZN/RVS, Schloßwender Str. 5, D-30159 Hannover, Germany.
E-mail: olbrich@rvs.uni-hannover.de. WWW: http://www.rvs.uni-hannover.de.
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1 Introduction and motivation

Most available visualization tools are designed for postprocessing of raw data, such as
multidimensional scalar or vector fields. The task of visualization generally applies data
extraction, mapping to 3D objects, and 3D rendering techniques, which could be con-
sidered as modules of a visualization pipeline. It is realized either in a separate applica-
tion which is coupled to the simulation process by a data flow or by stored data files
(e. g. AVS [24], COVISE [19], PV3 [6], SCIRUN [9], VIS-5D [7]), or in toolkit librar-
ies which provide appropriate functions as a part of the simulation process (e. g. VTK
[20]). Combined concepts for distributed applications are available, too.

All these tools show limitations (e. g. performance of postprocessing, communica-
tion, and presentation methods, quality and functionality of presentation and interaction
techniques, support of multiple platforms), which can lead to insufficient utilization of
expensive resources or prohibit certain fields of applications. This is particularly ob-
served in high-performance computing, such as high-resolution simulations of unsteady
fluid flow [10]. The calculation of such multi-dimensional, multi-variable field data re-
sults with sufficient accuracy and in an acceptable time frame already represents a
„Grand Challenge“ problem. However, the addition or integration of visualization turns
out to be a demanding job as well, especially if it is intended to build an efficient, bal-
anced, scalable process chain.

Our goal is to realize a tele-immersive, multi-modal virtual reality environment (see
figure 1), where the results of every time step are preprocessed at the source on the com-
pute server, and three-dimensional, collaborative exploration and discussion capabili-
ties are provided on the basis of geometric 3D objects at distributed visualization clients
[1][5][11].
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Extensions for steering the supercomputer simulation will lead to a „Virtual Labo-
ratory“ scenario, serving for several purposes, for example: better understanding of
complex relationships, getting important design parameters of expensive or dangerous
installations, or advanced education.

2 Requirements

Studies about certain atmospheric phenomena currently carried out by the IMUK [18],
show needs for discretization of the considered three-dimensional, time-dependant field
to 1000 x 1000 x 200 grid points. Two-dimensional domain decomposition leads to a
significant speed-up on massively parallel supercomputers, and allows to handle the
large demands of main memory: about 37 GByte (1.6 GByte per each 64-bit variable,
23 variables) of state data fields, which are updated every time step. To explore the
characteristics of the results, typically about 3600 time steps have to be analysed, cor-
responding to a duration of 3 minutes real time of the investigated phenomenon. This
scenario results in 3600 x 1.6 Gbyte = 5.8 TByte generated data per scalar variable. Its
computation takes about 12 hours on an SGI/Cray T3E (Von Neumann Institute for
Computing, Jülich, Germany), using 400 processor elements (PEs).

The traditional approach – which involves transfer or/and storage of the raw results, and
interactively exploring on a dedicated postprocessing system (see A in figure 2) – is im-
possible to apply in this case. Currently availabe networking, storage, and postprocess-
ing resources are not sufficient to handle this large amount of data. Since we typically
expect to visualize one or two scalar fields and one three-dimensional vector field, this
leads to an amount of 29 TByte. The transfer time for this amount of data would be
about 64 hours for a 1 Gbit/s network infrastructure.

Considering the abstract visualization pipeline, four basic cases for subdivision can
be distinguished (see figure 2). Generally, at each step the data volume is reduced, and
the level of interactive control as well. In order to take advantage of hardware-supported
3D rendering, we choose approach (C), which supports client-side, interactive naviga-
tion of 3D scenes in a virtual reality environment. We have developed an efficient „3D
Streaming System“ [14][15] with optimized networking and rendering capabilities,
which could be applied and extended for this purpose (see section 3.2).
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Compared with approaches (A) and (B), we also get significant data compression.
The complexity of visualized symbolic representations, such as isosurfaces or stream-
lines, increases just with or , respectively, with increasing resolution of
the simulation volume grid, in contrast to for the raw result data. Data flow and
computation requirements at the filtering and mapping stages are high, but several al-
gorithms can be applied on parts of a volume data set independently. Visualization tasks
like computing the geometry of isosurfaces of each subdomain can be executed as part
of the numerical model on the respective processor in parallel.

3 Concept and implementation

Our concept consists of the following steps:

1. Efficient postprocessing of computation results delivers geometric 3D objects,
represented in our binary 3D data format „DVR“. Our approach and its imple-
mentation are described in section 3.1.

2. Buffering and viewing the sequence of 3D scenes (see section 3.2):

• A 3D streaming server provides buffer space resources and play-out features,
which are based on the Real Time Streaming Protocol (RTSP) [22] and an op-
timized transport protocol for 3D scenes („DVRP“ – DVR Protocol) [15].

• A high-performance 3D viewer, embeddable into WWW browsers such as
Netscape Communicator as a plugin („DocShow-VR“) [14].

In order to get high utilization of the computing and networking resources, we have
defined a binary representation for 3D objects („DVR format“). It is used for the 3D
files and streams in our networked scenario. By designing this special binary format, we
avoid the client-side bottleneck from decoding, parsing, traversing, and optimizing op-
erations, which are required for standard formats such as VRML (Virtual Reality Mod-
eling Language – ISO/IEC 14772), before 3D rendering could be started.
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3.1 Efficient creation of 3D objects
In order to take advantage of interactive 3D navigation and stereoscopic viewing tech-
niques at the client side, we have to generate graphics primitives, such as polygons,
lines or points in 3D space. These 3D objects are created to represent the characteristics
of the simulation results. Typical examples for 3D visualization of three-dimensional
scalar or vector data sets are isosurfaces, coloured slicers, streamlines, or particle sets.
For parameter variations, such as time steps in the simulation or threshold values for
isosurface generation, we get a series of 3D scenes.

As illustrated in figure 3, our idea was to apply the postprocessing of the raw data
to 3D geometries as part of an MPI-based [3], massively parallel simulation. In this way
we could apply conventional sequentially implemented filtering and mapping algo-
rithms to the part results on every individual processor, corresponding to the domain
composition of the main computation task.

We have implemented a portable C library, which is callable from Fortran. This
„libDVRP“ provides a set of volume visualization functions, which could be applied to
an orthogonal grid, such as an isosurface generator and orthogonal, colored slicers. Af-
ter experimenting with the universal visualization routines from VTK [20], we integrat-
ed a special-purpose isosurface generator, an efficient implementation of the marching
cube algorithm [12], taken from polyreduce1.

The in-memory generated 3D objects (polygons, attributed with normal vectors and
optional colors) are stored as „DVR format“ (see next section) on local files or imme-
diately transfered to remote locations over IP network (FTP protocol, using libftp, or
RTSP protocol, using our 3D streaming system in a „recording“ mode).

In the current implementation, the collection and output tasks potentially cause sig-
nificant bottlenecks, since they block the computation. The limitation of the scalability
depends on the data volumes and available data rates, which means high-speed net-
working infrastructure (such as gigabit ethernet, which is used in our current projects)
is required to increase efficiency. A further improvement should be achieved by parallel
I/O and/or overlapping it with the simulation and visualization steps in a pipelined im-
plementation. Compression of 3D geometry could reduce the data volume significantly,
but would require additional computation time for encoding [2].

3.2 3D streaming system

By using a „3D Streaming System“ [15], sequences of high-quality 3D scenes can be
efficiently stored and played out in a high-performance networking and graphics envi-
ronment. The complete architecture consists of three instances, which could be distrib-
uted over IP networks and operated either in a pipelined mode or asynchronously.

1. A 3D generator creates 3D objects and sends them to a 3D streaming server.

2. A 3D streaming server supports receiving and storage of 3D object sequences,
which are handled as a media stream (similar to a recording mode on a video
streaming server), or delivering existing 3D streams to a 3D viewer – optional

1. Polyreduce, by Jesper James; http://hendrix.ei.dtu.dk/software/software.html
(see also: http://wuarchive.wustl.edu/graphics/graphics/misc/marching-cubes/)
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synchronously (similar to live video streaming) or asynchronously (similar to
video on demand).

3. A 3D viewer provides communication, presentation and interaction capabilities.

The operating sequence is characterized by the following steps (figure 4):

3D Generator → 3D Streaming Server

1. The simulation and visualization software includes a client, which connects to the
3D streaming server. Control commands are transmitted over RTSP.

2. A sequence of 3D scenes (DVR format) is transmitted over TCP/IP („DVRP“).

3D Streaming Server → 3D Viewer (synchronous or asynchronous to 1, 2)

3. A „DVRS“ meta file (MIME type: application/x-docshow-vrs, file ex-
tension: .dvrs) is fetched from a WWW server by a WWW browser via HTTP.
The request could be initiated by refering an appropriate URL immediately, or in-
directly by an EMBED tag in an HTML page.

4. After the appropriate DVRS plugin is loaded by the WWW browser, it establishes
a connection to the 3D streaming server, based on the reference information (IP
address, port number) and attributes (frame rate, etc.) contained in the DVRS
meta data file.

5. The 3D streaming server reads 3D scenes from files in DVR format and delivers
them to the client, interleaved by additional delimiting DVR data elements.

6. The 3D viewer reads the first 3D scenes, and executes some further actions:

• Reading 3D data (in a separate thread):
Transfer each 3D scene from the streaming connection into a memory buffer.

• 3D Rendering:
Transformation of the 3D objects, based on the current virtual camera posi-
tion, orientation, and view angle, to the display device (optional stereoscopic).
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• 3D navigation:
Modification of the virtual camera parameters, according to the control of the
respective input device (keyboard, mouse, space mouse, head tracking).

• RTSP (Real Time Streaming Protocol) handling – VCR metaphor:
Control handling, e. g. instruct the server to stop, to play-out from a new po-
sition with a modified frame rate, or to deliver an alternate data set.

The user interface provides several popup menus for configuration and a dialogue win-
dow for streaming control (see figure 5).

4 Experiences from an example application

From our first evaluation experiments, here we show the results of three alternatives
that were tested in a simple scenario containing 40 x 40 x 40 grid points:

1. Simulation only (Large-Eddy Simulation Model – PALM-1).

2. Simulation and integrated isosurface visualization of the temperature field by
VTK method VTKContourFilter on each processor element (PE) independently,
with output on DVR files via our VTK extension DVRExporter, and collecting
step by UNIX command cat, resulting in a DVR file containing a 3D scene.

3. Simulation and integrated visualization by our DVRP library, which encapsulate
(a) isosurface generation (optimized marching cube algorithm for regular grid),
(b) collection of generated 3D polygons from each PE to one contiguous graphics
primitive list in memory via MPI, and (c) output of 3D scene on DVR file.

Figure 5 DocShow-VR plugin in a Netscape configuration – popup menus and
streaming dialogue in an example application: Oceanic convection [17]
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Using 4 PEs on an SGI/Cray T3E at the RRZN (Hannover), every second time step was
visualized – 600 3D scenes were generated. The following times for a simple case study
with 1200 simulation time steps demonstrate the success of our approach.

1. 181 s.

2. 872 s – simulation: 179 s, visualization (VTK): 390 s, collection (cat): 303 s.

3. 209 s – simulation: 180 s, visualization, etc. (DVRP): 29 s.

Two further scenarios with increasing size have been investigated on an SGI/Cray T3E
at the ZIB (Berlin). In these cases, 20 x 24 x 112 grid points are handled per PE, 200
time steps were simulated (PALM, 50 s model time, 0.25 s per time step), and isosur-
faces were created and written to local files using libDVRP (see table 1).

In a high-performance networking (Gigabit Ethernet – using Jumbo Frames, SGI
Origin200 server) and 3D rendering (SGI Onyx2 Infinite Reality, HP J6000 fx10) con-
figuration, the throughput between the 3D streaming server and the 3D viewer was in
the order of 0.5 Gbit/s. This allows to transmit and display approximately 10–20 scenes
per second, each containing about 100.000 polygons in practical examples.

The software (libDVRP, server, plugin) is implemented to support multiple hard-
ware platforms, and it has been successfully ported and tested on several Unix and Win-
dows systems. It will be distributed and documented on the project-related servers1,2.

5 Conclusion and future work

Our concept of parallel preparation, real time streaming, and navigatable presentation
of 3D scenes as Virtual Reality Movies, embedded in a WWW browser, has proven to
be powerful. We have successfully demonstrated our distributed system approach in an
unsteady volume visualization environment. It provides an efficient method to explore
supercomputer simulation results on a 3D graphics workstation in a high-performance
network, with slight additional load of the simulation. As such, smooth on-the-fly ani-
mations are possible, supported by stereoscopic viewing, interactive 3D navigation, and
repeatedly showing parts of the sequence that was already generated.

A back channel for the purpose of steering the simulation is currently developed. It
is based on RTSP extensions that are transmitted through the streaming server into the
running simulation. The steering parameters can be controlled by a dynamically config-
ured user interface at the 3D viewer.

In the challenging high-resolution scenarios (e. g.: 1000 x 1000 x 200 grid points,
as stated in section 2), we expect that it is required to reduce the complexity of the gen-

Table 1 Results of two simulation and visualization scenarios on an SGI/Cray T3E

PEs grid points total time PALM libDVRP 3D scenes (isosurfaces)

8 160 x 24 x 112 512.4 s 95 % 5 % 73.021.432 bytes

392 1120 x 168 x 112 914.5 s 63 % 37 % 3.052.934.200 bytes

1. http://www.dfn-expo.de/Technologie/DocShow-VR/

2. http://www.rvs.uni-hannover.de/projekte/tele-immersion/
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erated geometry, otherwise the scenes cannot be handled with interactive navigation
rates. For performance reasons, algorithms for direct extraction of multiresolution iso-
surfaces from volume data [16] are probably better suited for this purpose than post-
processing by mesh reduction algorithms [4][8][21][23], which are usually very time
consuming.

Advanced application scenarios require the integration of computer-supported col-
laborative functionalities – such as synchronization of viewing parameters, annotations,
and video-conferencing in a multi-user environment – and the integration of further me-
dia types – such as video and audio streams – as parts of an immersive virtual reality
presentation. To achieve this, we intend to extend the presented streaming system to
support a distributed multi-viewer configuration and to integrate video conferencing
components.

Furthermore, we plan to integrate interactive, three-dimensional cursor and annota-
tion features, not only to support collaborative sessions, but also to create automatically
running presentations. An „authoring on-the-fly“ process will record a sequence of real
time events – such as: navigation in virtual space and in the time-axis, development of
annotations, movement of a tele-pointer (location, orientation and scaling) – as time
stamps in a journal file. This can be used later as a control data stream for synchronous
play-out in conjunction with the prepared 3D scene sequence and the video and audio
media streams.
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